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On Great Lakes Water Quality
must become aware of the natural
resources and problems of the Great
Lakes Basin and become involved in
the exciting adventure of learning
about and preserving the physical
world.
Pierre-Andre Bissonnette, Chairman

of the Canadian section of the

Commission, opened the formal
sessions on Tuesday morning. Chairman Bissonnette introduced E. Richmond Olson, Canadian Commissioner and the US. Commissioners
Robert C. McEwen, Chairman of the

(.15. section, L. Keith Bulen and
Donald L. Totten.
The Water Quality and Science
Advisory Boards of the lJC presented
their reports to the Commissioners

on Tuesday. On Wednesday, there
were a series of concurrent work-

shops on such varied subjects as:
New Approaches to Management of

Toxic Substances in the Great Lakes,

.

it

Her Excellency Madame Jeanne Sauvé, Governor General of Canada (Photo by Sally Spiers)

1985 Great Lakes Water Quality
Meeting at Kingston

Great Lakes Biota, Waterborne Path-

ogens, Lake Levels Cause and Effect,
Impact of Climatic Changes on Consumptiue Water Use in the Great
_

Inside

he work of this Commission is important. They have a charge and responsibility and their work is not in vain," af rmed Madame

Transboundary Monitoring

Jeanne Sauvé, the Governor General of Canada, as she spoke to the

Jobs, Ducks and Clean Water ............

5

Water Levels of the
Great Lakes ......................................

8

[JC Semi-Annual Meeting ................

9

audience gathered at the International Joint Commission (lJC) Great Lakes Water
Quality meeting held at Queen s University, Kingston, Ontario, June 24-27, 1985.

Madame Sauve addressed an audience of more than 300 people where she

stressed the dual imperative of economic development and environmental protection. She stated that development should not be conceived without a
parallel priority being given to environmental protection. Through adequate
environmental planning, a dilemma between the two should not exist. She also
emphasized the role of the citizen in restoring the quality of life through an
improved environment. Public awareness must extend beyond protest
and alerting governments to problems, to an examination of their own life styles
as consumers and what they can do to safeguard the well-being of their
environment.
In her speech, which was just one of the highlights of the meeting, Madame
Sauvé stressed the need to introduce young people to the natural sciences. They
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Lakes Basin, The Role of Ground-

the UW Sea Grant Communications

water in Great Lakes Water Quality,

and The Use of Volunteers in Environ-

Despite the decline in levels of
PCBs in most Lake Michigan sh,
many people are still asking
whether they should eat the sh.
To help people make an informed

mental Projects. At Thursday s plenary session, representatives from the

workshops summarized the dis
cussions. In addition, individuals representing various agencies and the
public made recommendations about

decision, a free one-page fact sheet

explaining the PCB problem and a

the future of the Great Lakes Water

poster showing how to clean sh to

Quality Agreement. On Thursday

minimize their PCB content are
currently being distributed by the
University of Wisconsin Sea Grant
Institute.

evening, awards were presented to six

students who had participated in an
essay contest sponsored by the
Frontenac County and Thousand Island
school systems. Students from Canada
and the United States wrote about the
Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River
and excerpts from the winning essays
are reprinted in this issue. Rounding
out the week were a series of special
tours to historic and scientific sites.
In addition to the IJC meeting, the
Association of Municipalities of Ontario sponsored a Conference for
Municipal Of cials and the Faculty of
Law at Queen's University sponsored a
Seminar on International Environmen
tal Law during the week.

The fact sheet, entitled Eating
Lake Michigan Fish , answers a

dozen of the most frequently asked

questions on the nature and risks of
these contaminants. lt notes

that many of the lake s sh are

considered safe to eat. As a rule of
thumb though, lake trout over 20

inches, chinook salmon over 25
inches and all brown trout are likely to
have PCB levels exceeding 2
parts per million and therefore, are
considered unsafe to eat by the
US. Food and Drug Administration.
The foot-square plastic poster
Cleaning Great Lakes Fish", shows

the four steps in cleaning a sh and

International Joint
Commission

\
I

A

United States and
Canada

Great Lakes
Regional Office
Editor: Evelyn Sayers
Design 8 Layout: Yvan Gagné
For Additional Copies:
Write to Evelyn Sayers.

Focus on Great Lakes Water

Quality, IJC Regional Office.
100 Ouellette Ave. Windsor.
Ontario, Canada N9A 6T3.

describes how a sh should be
cooked so that the amount of PCBs in
it are significantly reduced.

UW Sea Grant Advisory Service

eld agents are posting this poster at
key locations around Lake
Michigan and at some locations

around Lake Superior. This effort is
being coordinated with the

Wisconsin Departments of Natural

Resources and Health and Social
Services. The Michigan and IllinoisIndiana Sea Grant Programs are
also posting the information in their
states.
For further information and/or
copies of the Eating Lake Michigan

Fish" fact sheet and the Cleaning

Great Lakes Fish" poster, contact:

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol10/iss2/1

Of ce, 1800 University Ave.,
Madison, WI 53705, (608) 263-3259.
**=.k*

Hazardous chemical waste is the
topic of a new educational board

game called Waste Away.

Developed by The Hazardous
Chemicals Education Project of the
Michigan Environmental Education
Association, the game follows the
generation, shipment, and disposal of
hazardous waste. Players take on the
role of consumer, industrialist, waste
hauler, and waste disposer,
experiencing the consequences of their
decisions.
Although the goal is to get rid of

barrels of waste, players must also
keep track of expenses, pollution of

the environment, and how their
actions increase the risk of future
problems. Choices as well as
surprises make the game both
thought- provoking and fun. The

cost of the game is $20.00 plus

$2.40 postage.
For further information contact:

MEEA/Dave Chapman,

I

4360 Hagadorn Road, Okemos, Ml

48864, (517) 351 8888.
****

Soon we ll be choking on our own
garbage," warns an environmental
engineer in Adelphi Productions
award-winning lm, Choices.

Disposing of the 400,000 tons of

garbage produced annually in the
United States by burying it in land lls is
not the answer according to the people
in Choices who have become victims

I
I

of methane gas explosions,

l

noxious fumes, contaminated drinking
water, and chronic health problems

'

resulting from a nearby land ll.

The lm examines the environmen-

tal changes in one community after it
chose to replace an overburdened

land ll with a resource recovery facility
2

.
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to convert trash into energy.

[n the Land: Indians, Colonists and
the Ecology of New England (New

Educators, business, government

and civic groups will nd Choices

York: Hill and Wang, 1983), who
drew extensively from his provocative
study of the impact of European settle-

valuable in making the public aware of
the magnitude and seriousness of the

garbage crisis and allaying the fears of

ment on North America, and

those living near the site of a proposed

James Grier Miller, author of Living
Systems (New York: McGraw-Hill,

resource recovery facility.
For further information contact:

1978), who indicated the need for an
inclusive and integrated view of the

Adele Lynch, Adelphi Production, 113

Blodgett, Adelphi University, Garden

ecosystem. Retrospective and

City, NY 11530 (516) 294-8700,
Ext. 7370. The lm is available for

experimentally-based approaches
were balanced by government
employees with hands-on experience
in existing monitoring programs, and
decision makers from the public and
private sectors.

purchase or rental.

Transboundary
Monitoring
Network
ick cats, vanished mayflies,

eggshells so soft they could
be dented by a simple touch,
and a population of dwarf sh-just

x» ~

straws in the wind or is each an in
dication of an environmental crisis
such as mercury poisoning in Japan,
eutrophication in Lake Erie, or acid

rain in North America?

How can those responsible for pro-

tection of the environment design sys-

tems that predict and forewarn of im-

pending trouble? That question became one of the themes of the

Transboundary Monitoring Network
(TbMN) Workshop, convened October
10-1 1, 1984, by the International
Joint Commission (lJC) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The number
of chemicals of potential concern

detected in the Great Lakes and listed

by the lJC has mushroomed over the
last few years and periodically one of
these compounds breaks from obscurity into the headlines. Thus, such
compounds as DDT, PCBs, dioxin,

Commissioner L. Keith Bulen
(Photo by F. Bevacqua)

and EDB (Ethylene dibromide) have
dominated public attention, then have

been banned or restricted, and often

have subsided from public view.
A principal purpose of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, which

brought the lJC into being, was
to prevent disputes regarding the use

of boundary waters." Under the 1978
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement,
the lJC was given the responsibility for
collation, analysis, and dissemination

of data and information . . . relating to
the quality of the boundary waters of

the Great Lakes System and to pollution that enters the boundary waters
from tributary waters and other
sources." Monitoring is an important
tool for meeting these responsibilities.

The differing backgrounds of the
more than 90 participants gave the

TbMN meeting a broad base of expertise and perspective. Interdisciplinary
sessions are not new, but what made

this gathering unusual was that it was
designed to force participants to
cross disciplinary boundaries, to be-

come transdisciplinary.*

Key speakers were historian
William J. Cronon, author of Changes

L. Keith Bulen, lJC Commissioner,

stressed in an interview with a staff

correspondent from the International

Environment Reporter, that the key to
the prospective international
monitoring network is integration .
Bulen said, Canada and the US.
both have access to massive
amounts of environmental data, but
there is a lack of coordination of

these data; and a priority of the
TbMN will be the integration of

existing environmental monitoring
work in both countries into a data
bank". Bulen added that, getting at

established priorities is almost

impossible; and, too often, the response to each panic or problem is a
one-shot, one-use, one-data, one-

decision process."
The TbMN Workshop explored
possible methods of improving the

ability of the lJC to evaluate the progress of the United States and

Canada in meeting treaty commit-

ments. In doing so, it looked beyond
the reactive mode of crisis management to the possibility of crisis prevention.

Workshop participants felt an effective monitoring system would require a
compromise between theory and prac-

tice. In fact, the most signi cant result

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1985
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formed during the working sessions.

That is, the differing viewpoints
generated a sense of depth and
realism in de ning and understanding
the problems and opportunities.
This essential feedback has too
often been missing. In a society so
concerned with cost-effectiveness, it is
dif cult to understand the lack of
follow-up studies in activities that
significantly affect relationships between humans and the environment.
From these discussions there
emerged some agreement that

monitoring programs must build a
representative baseline of ecosystem
health. A stable commitment to
gathering compatible information of
consistently high quality would be
necessary. Shared, such a baseline

could benefit all organizations and
individuals concerned with the
environment and the living beings
dependent on it.
Of cial proceedings of the meeting
are to be published later this year. For
further information on the developing
Transboundary Monitoring Network
(TbMN) contact: Bruce L. Bandurski,

Ecomanagement Advisor, IJC, 2001 8
Street, N.W., 2nd Floor, Washington,

DC 20440, (202) 673-6222.
*Parts of the foregoing account

were adapted by TbMN participant
Thomas C. Kuchenberg from his article The IJC

Conference: Measuring the Health of the Ecosystem". Environment. vol. 27, no. 2,
March, 1985.

James W. Cowden, president of Great
Lakes Tomorrow, announced that the

(.l.S.-Canadian citizens organization has
received a $20,000 grant from the Max
Bell Foundation of Toronto. The grant
will fund the start of a training program
to protect Lake Ontario and improve
the management of its resources.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol10/iss2/1

In making the announcement,
Cowden said, the Max Bell Foundation has a longstanding concern for
the effective management of water
resources, particularly in the international context of the Great Lakes. It
is gratifying, therefore, that they have

chosen to support the Great Lakes

Decisions program which will provide a
wider public understanding of the critical nature and complexity of the prob
lems of Lake Ontario and identify the
system wide solutions demanded. The
recent signing of the Great Lakes
Charter underscores the need for
regional and binational approaches to
the management of 20% of the earth s
fresh water supply.
The Max Bell Foundation grant provides for a lakewide planning meeting
in September, 1985 to develop

courses. These courses will be initiated
first at five university centers in Ontario
while US. funds are being sought to
conduct identical programs on the
New York side of Lake Ontario.
The

Decisions

course, together

with a recently published binational
reference manual and continuing
public involvement efforts have, for the
rst time, introduced regional and local
leadership to the range of scienti c
and socio-economic information
needed to deal with the interdependent
issues found in the Great Lakes Basin
ecosystem. The program, begun on
Lake Erie, has already involved hundreds of citizens and scientists from
various public and private interest
groups and organizations. Courses are
offered without charge to participants
who commit themselves to complete

the 40-hour multidisciplinary course,

and to continued involvement in Great
Lakes issues.
For further information contact:
Arthur M. Timms, 74 Victoria Street,

Suite 202, Toronto, ON, M5C 2A5
(416) 923-2932 or Mimi Becker, 6789
Brown Street, PO. Box 1935, Tiffany

Hall, Hiram College, Hiram, OH,

44234 (216) 569-7015.
****

New York Department of Environmental Conservation has a new vessel for
sheries research and management
studies on Lake Ontario.
The sheries resource in Lake
Ontario has become an outstanding
attraction for anglers from New York
and throughout the country", Com-

missioner Hank Williams said. With
the arrival of this new research vessel,
the Seth Green, we can move ahead
toward developing this resource to its
full potential. The data obtained by the
Seth Green will be used bydepartment
biologists to prepare management programs for a fast-growing industry with
a tremendous positive economic

impact in the Lake Ontario area.

The new vessel, named for one of

New York s most prominent shery
scientists, replaces the original Seth
Green which went into service in 1976
and has since been decommissioned.
The new vessel is 46 feet long, 17 feet
wide, draws 7 1/2 feet and weighs
106,453 pounds.
The vessel was constructed by
Newport Offshore, Ltd., a Rhode '
Island-based shipyard noted for construction of small coastwise vessels
and sailing yachts including America s
Cup defenders and challengers. Funds
were provided by the Conservation
Fund, which is derived primarily from
money received from the sale of New
York hunting, shing and trapping
licenses.
The Seth Green will have a permanent crew of three and will operate
from April to November. The crew will

1

of the TbMN Workshop may have been
the individual contacts

collect sh samples, take water sam-

ples for chemical analysis, perform
soundings and other research. There
are adequate facilities on board to per-

mit the vessel and crew to stay out on

4
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the region by pleasant living conditions
and access to natural areas than by
abundance of production resources.
Protection of environmental quality is
essential for the economy as well as for
human health.

and more education about natural
resources would help achieve a sustainable economy.

THE ENVIRONMENT

Meeting all the needs of the future will
require more consciousness of the
Midwest and Great Lakes as a region
and better cooperation within the
region. Cooperation must occur within

Scientists agree that toxic chemical
contamination is the worst environ-

mental problem facing the Great Lakes

region now. The accumulation of toxic
substances in the Great Lakes is a
toxic time bomb that demands a new
approach to environmental management. There must be more effort to
protect ecological integrity by the
ecosystem approach to manage-

ment called for in the 1978 Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement be-

tween Canada and the United States.

Participants at both conferences
were supportive of the new interstate
compact, opposing diversion of Great
Lakes water out of the basin. Participants at the Great Lakes Seminar

proposed more comprehensive

cooperation between the United States
and Canada encompassing water
quantity; water quality; protection of
biota, including sh and wetlands; and
preservation of physical structure. The
concept of assimilative capacity in the
natural environment should be disavowed. Instead of disposing of wastes
into the air or the water or on the land,

more effort should be given to recycling, resource recovery, closed cycle
productions, and mitigation of
environmental damage with economic
development.
Universities should devote more
research to helping business increase
productivity while maintaining environ-

mental integrity. More effort should be

devoted to developing new economic
activities than trying to recapture the
old industrial base. Better education is
required to help the work force par-

ticipate in a more diversified economy,
Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1985

WORKING TOGETHER FOR
THE FUTURE

various sectors, such as industry, and

between sectors, such as universities
and business. This does not mean
universities should become directly
involved in commercial development.
Rather, it was suggested that universities reward their faculty for public service, such as service to government or
community economic development
efforts, as well as for research and

teaching.
In spite of the many different points
of view and professional backgrounds,
participants in both conferences
agreed about the importance of shared
values, such as protection of the Great
Lakes and assurance of full employment, as the basis for regional prosperity and a shared vision of working

together for the benefit of everyone

who lives in the region. One spokesman for business said that everyone
should work to sell the region first,
then concentrate on individual states,
cities, and towns.

Cooperation must cross political
boundaries, so that people think of
themselves as residents of the Great
Lakes area, as well as being American

or Canadian or from any one town,

county, state, or province. Some sug-

gestions that might help people of the

region work together are:

~ a binational, regional common
market;

a regional industrial policy;
regional goals with nonmarket
values;
a process for setting long-term

goals;
more public participation in setting
goals;
a regional political
infrastructure;

,

a regional system to monitor

use of toxic substances;
a regional mechanism to solve
con icts.
In summary, it is important that
wider regional analysis of problems
and cooperative decision-making
take place to insure progressive and
sustained development so that all

segments of the society share in

economic growth without sacrificing
jobs, ducks, or clean water.
About The Author: Lee Bolts founded the

Lake Michigan Federation. a citizens' group
concerned with Great Lakes clean-up. She is
also the former Chairperson of the Great Lakes
Basin Commission, a water planning agency,
and Ls now research associate at the Center for
Urban Affairs and Policy Research of

Northwestern University, Euanston, IL.

BOOKSHELF

Economic Assessment of Acid Rain:

A Bibliography, is third in a series of
Acid Rain Information Clearinghouse

(ARlC) bibliographies prepared by

ARlC Director, Fred Stoss. The
publication contains more than 180
citations on the economic aspects of
acid rain drawn from a wide variety of
peer-reviewed journals, conference

'

reports, government documents,

books and policy statements ($7.50

plus $2.50 postage). Also available in

the series are Suggested Background
Readings ($1.00) and Liming Acid
Waters ($7.50 plus $2.50 postage).
ARlC Director, Fred Stoss and Gerard Nobrega, with the Quebec Acid
Precipitation Documentation Center

in Quebec City, have jointly written a

52-page Acid Precipitation

Thesaurus, published in November

of 1984. Thesaurus sur les

5
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précipitations acides is an authoritative
list of words and their synonyms to
facilitate the indexing and retrieval of
documents from AClDOC, a com-

puterized database on acid rain.

For more information contact: Fred
Stoss, Manager of information Ser-

vices, The Center for Environmental
Information, 33 S. Washington Street,

Rochester, NY 14608 (716) 5463796.

A leading expert on Lake Erie tells of
an environmental success story in Erie:

The Lake That Survived, published by

Rowman 8 Allanheld. Noel M. Burns
writes about the lake s survival and
traces the impact of man s presence
on the lake from pre-colonial times to
the present. He illustrates how the
indiscriminate dumping of waste into

the lake over a long period of time
affected various parts of it. Lake Erie

has since become an international
symbol of environmental concern that

can be effectively rallied for the successful reclaiming of threatened
resources.

7
mat and contains sections on ports,
liner services, and the cargo handling

capabilities of the transportation
system.

Written by Jacques LesStrang,
author of several books on the Great
Lakes and the Seaway, and designed

and produced by the staff of the
region s transportation business

magazine, Seaway Review, the
volume is the initial work of a

binational alliance known as the Great
Lakes/St. Lawrence Maritime Forum.
The Forum is composed of the prov-

inces of Ontario and Quebec, the eight

Great Lakes States, and leading
maritime organizations in the (1.8. and
Canada, dedicated to recognition for

the Great Lakes/ St. Lawrence

transportation system and its tremendous trade potential.

For further information contact:

Harbor House Publishers, 221 Water
Street, Boyne City, MI 49712 (616)

582-2814. List price: soft cover
$12.00; hard cover $15.00.
****

Many photographs, illustrations,
and maps add to the reader s
pleasure and understanding.

Arti cial Reefs Marine and Freshwater
Applications, edited by Frank M.

For more information contact:
Rowman 8 Allanheld, Publishers, 81

ecologists, limnologists, oceanographers, aquatic resource
managers and planners, commercial

Adams Drive, Totowa, NJ 07512

(201) 256-8600. List price: $34.95.
****

The Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence
River comprise a water transportation
system that rivals any in the world and
serves one of the world s richest
economic regions. Harbor House
Publishers has produced a new

publication entitled, The Great Lakes/

St. Lawrence System: The World's
Richest Economic Region, Served by
the World s Most Ef cient Trade
Route.
The illustrated, color publication is
bilingual (English and French) in for-

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol10/iss2/1

D ltri, offers

sheries biologists,

shermen, and environmental scien-

tists information on the latest arti cial
shing reef designs, siting and placement methods, and ecological

research as well as an overview of the
current United States legislation and
regulations.

Studies of arti cial shing reefs
have been conducted since the 19303

and the results have been widely dispersed in the literature. This book
represents the rst attempt in the
United States, to survey and sum-

marize state-of the-art arti cial shing
reef technology in marine and

freshwater ecosystems.

lncluded in each section of the
book are chapters on the Great Lakes,

written by scientists from the Great
Lakes area.
It is hoped that the information
presented will stimulate further
research for a more integrated
approach to sheries enhancement
and arti cial shing reef management.
For further information contact:
Lewis Publishers, lnc., 121 S. Main
Street, PO. Drawer 519, Chelsea, Ml

48118, (313) 475-8619. List price:
$49.95.
About the Editor: Frank D'ltri is a
Professor of Water Chemistry in the
Institute of Water Research. and the

Department of Fisheries and Wildlife at Michigan
State University in East Lansing, Michigan.
****

Coastal Processes and Erosion, edited
by Paul D. Komar (1984), focuses on
the scientific aspects of coastal erosion
problems on the east and west
coasts of the United States and Australia. lt summarizes erosion processes
and presents illustrative case studies.
Topics discussed include: wave generation and climate; role of edge waves in
generating cell circulation and affecting shoreline con guration; and
seasonal cycles in beach pro les in
response to the wave energy cycle.

This source book will be of interest to
geologists, engineers,
oceanographers, and those involved
in coastal zone planning.
For further information contact:

CRC Press, lnc., 2000 Corporate
Boulevard NW, Boca Raton,

FL 33431, (800) 272-7737.
List prices: $70.00.
****

To help build a bridge of understanding

and a common language, the Univer-

sity of Virginia at Charlottesville, VA
has published a book titled Not-lnMy6
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YEAR 1972
. . Last month 5 tropical storm
AGNES combined with unusually high
water levels in Lake Ontario is causing
record erosion in the Niagara Peninsula this year. .
YEAR 1985
. . There seems to be vast disagreement over whether the current
record high lake levels are the result
of man s interference with nature or
simply nature itself. .
Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1985

temperature are required. However,

natural effects, a relatively limited effect
on the levels and ows of the Great
Lakes.
Natural changes in lake levels result

from such variable factors as the

amounts of precipitation, evaporation,
runoff, and the in ows and out ows

from each lake. Only Lake Superior
and Lake Ontario out ows are

that information is limited.
Frank H. Quinn, Head of the Lake

Hydrology Group at the Great Lakes
Environmental Research Laboratory at

Ann Arbor, Michigan, supports the

concept that current high water levels
are a product of climatic changes, and

that the record setting high water matters may well continue. The average
precipitation in the Great Lakes over
the last 45 years is signi cantly higher

than that of the preceeding 40 years
( gure 3). Precipitation in the basin has

regulated and there are limitations to
the amount of regulation it is possible
to attain.
Data on lake levels have been col-

increased approximately six per cent in
the past decade and this is a signi cant

graphs for water level changes on Lake

Since 1956 the mean annual air tem-

lected and charted since mid-18003. The

3

FIG I

factor contributing to current high levels.
Another factor is air temperature.
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YEAR 1965
. . The abnormally low water
levels on the Great Lakes over the
past two or three years have generated
demands that something be done to
control the levels of all the lakes . .

as runoff rate, evaporation rate, and air

Many people are not aware that nature
is the main controlling factor of water
levels, and that man s intervention
has, especially when compared to

8

grave public concern. . .

weather condi ons, long-term data such

this fall, have caused great concern.

3-

the waters of the Great Lakes have
risen in recent years are a matter of

with a higher degree of correlation to

8

. . The high levels to which

assuming certain weather conditions

prevail. To develop forecasting models

$4

YEAR 1952

started showing up on the charts this
past spring and have continued into

uctuations for the Great Lakes.
By using historical water level data
( gures 1 and 2), forecasters can predict the range of levels likely to occur

PRECIPITATION IN MM

Water Levels
of the
Great Lakes

users of the Great Lakes.
Currently, record high levels, which

Superior and Lake Erie (Figures 1 and

2) are representative of the historic

'30

'90

YEAR

3

.

FIG 2

LAKE SUPERIOR ANNUAL WATER LEVELS

MEAN BASED ON 1900-79 PERIOD

20 "

FIG 4 GREAT LAKES ANNUAL TEMPERATURE

TEMP w DEGREES c
8
8
s

22903 (804) 92471 16. List price
$8.00.

show. Both high and low water levels
can have a signi cant impact on the

DlFF FROM MEAN IN FT

Virginia, Charlottesville, VA

above quotes from past news articles

DIFF FROM MEAN IN FT

included articles on the problem by
experts from such diverse elds as
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sociology and considers how solving
the problems of hazardous waste disposal are made more dif cult by the
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For further information contact:
Institute for Environmental Negotiation,
School of Architecture, University of
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perature of the Great Lakes has
averaged O.6°C lower than the previous
25 years ( gure 4). This combination

of higher precipitation regime and
cooler temperatures has dramatically

increased the water supply to the lakes,
resulting in record high lake levels in

from Lake Superior were continued

cant amount of snowfall in the basin.

had pushed the mean level over 602

feet at the end of October.

cipitation on top of that, the lakes
experienced extremely high supplies.
During April, record maximum mean

of Great Lakes water, along with conicting requirements, make it dif cult

levels for the month were set on Lakes
Michigan, Huron, St. Clair and Erie.
In May the lJC instructed its Lake
Superior Board of Control to reduce

planned out ows from Lake Superior

to help alleviate high water conditions
on Lakes Michigan, Huron, St. Clair

and Erie. This emergency action was
designed to achieve the objective of
systemic regulation provided for in the

Commission s 1979 Order of Approval.

Beginning in May, and continuing for
the duration of Great Lakes high water,

the Commission is daily monitoring
levels on all the lakes.

High water levels continued on

Lakes Erie, St. Clair and MichiganHuron throughout the summer and
above-average rainfall continued over

the Lakes Superior and Michigan-

Huron drainage basins causing a slowdown in the seasonal drop in lake

levels. The DC authorized increased
outflows from Lake Superior in a continuing effort to stem the rise of that
lake. Although Lake Ontairo is getting
very large in ows from the upper lakes,

by Frank Beuacqua

into November, but excessive rainfall

With the rapid spring melt and the

addition of higher than average pre-

1.1.6.
Semi~Annual
Meeting in Zion

monthly high levels. Higher out ows

1973 and again in 1985.

This past winter there was a signi -

I

levels that would have occurred under
strict application of the current
regulations plan. By October, because
of inordinately heavy supplies, Lakes
Superior, Michigan-Huron, and St. Clair
were all slightly above their record

Generally, the widely divergent uses

to agree on how much and what kind
of regulation is desirable. The IJC
addressed many of these issues con-

cerning additional regulation of the
Great Lakes in the following reports:
Further Regulation of the Great Lakes,
Limited Regulation of Lake Erie, and

Great Lakes Diversions and
Consumptiue Uses.

For further information contact:
Frank H. Quinn, Head, Lake Hydrology

Group, Great Lakes Environmental
Research Laboratory, 2300 Washtenaw

Avenue, Ann Arbor, MI 48104, (313)
668-2254.

he spring semi-annual
meeting of the International
Joint Commission was held
on the shores of Lake Michigan in

Zion, Illinois, on April 16-18, 1985.

Traditionally, these meetings of the
Commission, its boards and represen-

tatives from the two national
governments have been conducted
twice a year in the capital cities of

Canada and the United States. In the
fall of 1984, however, the semi-annual
meeting was held in Winnipeg,

Manitoba. The Commission has begun
moving the meeting outside the
capitals to increase its rsthand
knowledge of areas affected by its
decisions.
The Commission depends on a

For information from the lJC contact
Murray Clamen, Engineering Advisor,
lJC, 100 Metcalfe Street, 18th oor,
Ottawa, Ontario. KlP 5M1 (613) 995-

2984 or Sally Spiers, Director, Public

Affairs, IJC, 2001 S. Street, NW. 2nd
oor, Washington, DC. 20440 (202)
673 6222.

its levels have remained well below its
upper limit, due to regulation actions
and moderate local basin supplies.

By the end of October emergency
actions had slightly lowered the levels
of Lake Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and
Erie while slightly raising the level of
Lake Superior, in comparison to the

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol10/iss2/1
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lJC Co-Chairmen P.-A. Bissonnette and
R. C. McEwen (Photo by F. Bevacqua)
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large number of advisors who serve
on Commission boards from one end
of the boundary region to the other,
and the semi-annual meeting provides
one of the few opportunities for

members of the Commission and its
advisors to meet face-to-face. The April
meeting brought together board members from locations in Maine and New
Brunswick, North Dakota and
Saskatchewan, and from throughout

the Great Lakes Basin.
After an executive session on the

rst day, the Commission went with

board members and staff to Waukegan,
Illinois to be briefed by Greg Vandderlaan

and Dan Caplice of the (LS. Environ-

mental Protection Agency (EPA) on the
planned clean-up of Waukengan Har-

bor. The harbor has been identi ed as
an area of concern by the Great Lakes
Water Quality Board because of PCB
contamination of the sediments. PCBs
in certain portions of the harbor bottom reach con centrations of 500,000
parts per million. According to the
EPA, all sediments containing more

than 50 parts per million should be
dredged to provide a margin of safety

insuring that PCBs will not leak into the
water. The area has been slated for

clean-up by the EPA under the Super-

fund program, but the work has been
stalled by litigation.

The brie ng was followed by a tour
of the Roger B. Simons, an EPA
research ship named for an agency
scientist who died in the course of

duty. EPA staff demonstrated the
equipment used to collect water sam-

ples and the laboratory facilities on
board the ship.
The second day was devoted to
discussion between the Commission
and its boards, which reported on air
and water quality matters. The Commission received presentations from
the International Rainy River Water

Pollution Board, the International Red
River Pollution Board, the Advisory

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1985

Board of Control of Water Pollution for
the St. Croix River, the International Air

with the symptoms, causes, and

Pollution Advisory Board, the

high- and low-elevation forests in
North America and Europe.
For further information contact:

Great Lakes Water Quality Board, and
the Great Lakes Science Advisory
Board.

One of the highlights of the meeting

occured that evening. Following a

reception for the Commission and

northern Illinois community leaders,

Governor James R. Thompson of
Illinois spoke to the gathering. Gover-

potential effects of air pollutants on

The Acid Rain Foundation, 1630

Blackhawk Hills, St. Paul, MN 55122.

(612) 455-7719. List price: $39.00 plus
$6.00 for postage and handling. For
international orders postage and han-

dling is $16.00.

***>l<

nor Thompson was recently elected

Chairman of the Great Lakes Council
of Governors. Commenting on how
the work of the Commission has
helped focus attention on the need to

preserve the Great Lakes, Governor
Thompson stressed the importance
of cooperation among the States and
Provinces in the Great Lakes Basin.
The boards with responsibilites for

regulating Great Lakes levels and
ows appeared before the Commission

on the third day. These are the International St. Lawrence River Board of
Control, the lntemational Lake Superior
Board of Control, and the International

Niagara River Board of Control. Extra
time was allotted for the discussions of

the emergency high water supply situation on Lakes Michigan, Huron and

Proceedings are available of the First
International Conference on Manage

ment Strategies for Phosphorus in the
Environment" held in Lisbon, July

1985. The papers cover eutrophica-

tion, phosphorus in the water cycle,
biological phosphorus removal,
chemical phosphorus removal
technology, phosphate sludge and the

current status of phosphorus
management.

For further information contact:

Tektran International, PO. Box 915

Sub. PC. No. 11, Edmonton,

Alberta, Canada T6G 2E0
(403) 436-4322. List price: $66.00
Can.
****

Erie as these lakes were at record high
levels for the month of April. The

Three versions of the proceedings

Commission directed its Lake Superior
Board to reduce the planned out ow
from Lake Superior to help alleviate
high water conditions on the lower
lakes.

Proceedings: Future of Water Reuse"
from the August 26-31, 1984 symare available. Organized into twelve
chapters, the set provided description

Bookshelf continued

and recycling.
For further information contact:

entitled Water Reuse Symposium Ill

posium held in San Diego, California

of the state-of-the-art of water reuse

Proceedings Published

Jon DeBoer, Symposium Adminis-

Proceedings of the symposium Air
Pollutants Effects on Forest Ecosystems from the international conference held in St. Paul, Minnesota,

6666 W. Quincy Avenue, Denver, CO
80235 (303) 794-771 1. List price:
$50.00; $70.00 for overseas

May 1985 are available. The volume

trator, AWWA Research Foundation,

shipments.

contains papers and posters dealing
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FOCUS
1986 World
Large Lakes
Conference
ichigan has had a longstanding sister-state

relationship with Shiga Pre-

fecture in Japan. Over the years

there have been many formal and

informal technical exchanges between
Shiga and Michigan, the most recent

was during the Shiga Conference 84
on Lakes of the World. The focus of
this conference was eutrophication.

ll
large lakes and key policy makers from
jurisdictions which include large lakes.

The conference will provide an opportunity for representatives of indus-

trialized nations to share with
representatives from less industrialized
nations, information on sources and

effects of toxic pollution, and the
viability of control programs

used to date. Policy makers will bene t
from the opportunity to discuss
transboundary problems such as longrange transport of toxic substances
through the atmosphere. The conference also will provide an opportunity

for concemed citizen leaders to share
experiences of how to work most effec-

Recently, Michigan Governor

James Blanchard accepted an
invitation from Shiga to host a

follow-up conference emphasizing

tively with governments and business
to control pollution of large lakes by
toxic substances.
For further information contact:

Cheryl Bartz, Michigan Department of
Natural Resources, PO. Box 30028,

Lansing, Ml 48909.

PEOPLE

ULTRASOUND AND
POLYCHLORINATED
HYDROCARBONS
Lucien Van Elsen, age 16, from

Brook eld Central High School near
Milwaukee, Wisconsin has won top

honors in the 31 st Southeastern

Wisconsin Science and Engineering
Fair held on March 27, 1985 at Mar-

toxic substances in large lakes.

quette University in Milwaukee.
His project, The Effects of

May 18-21 on Mackinac lsland at the

Ultrasound on the Electrolysis of
Polychlorinated Hydrocarbons" was

This 1986 conference is scheduled for
Grand Hotel.
The 1986 World Large Lakes Conference will bring together invited
world experts on toxic substances in

awarded second place in the

Chemistry classi cation, Senior
Division and rst place from the
American Institute of Chemical

Engineers. His intent was to nd a
method of safely disposing of
polychlon'nated hydrocarbons, which
include such substances as pen-

tachlorophenol, DDT (dichlorodiphenyl trichloroethane), PVC
(polyvinyl chloride) and various
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls),

all of which are toxic and relatively nonbiodegradable. Van Elsen concentrated

on pentachlorophenol. A speci c frequency of ultrasound was found that
increased the rate of electrolysis of
pentachlorophenol, thus increasing its
decomposition rate.
****

Photos courtesy of Michigan Department of Natural Resources

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol10/iss2/1
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STUDENT ESSAYS FROM
THE 1985 GREAT LAKES
WATER QUALITY MEETING,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
Prior to the 1985 Great Lakes Water

Quality Meeting in Kingston, Ontario,

an essay contest was sponsored by
US. and Canadian schools in the
Kingston area in cooperation with the
International Joint Commission.

Excerpts from the six winning student

essays are reprinted here.

What the St. Lawrence Means
to Me
by Sarah Ledoux, Grade 7
Thousand Islands High School,

Clayton, New York.

The St. Lawrence River is a very
important part of my life. A great
amount of things I do all year
revolve around this river.
The Winter season is quite boring
but once the river freezes, it is much
more exciting. Our family has an ice
shack and often we go out and do

some ice shing. I think it is great out
there in the wide, open air sitting all
bundled up waiting for a sh to bite. I
usually catch just perch through the

ice but my father catches pike and

perch. We often enter our sh in the

ice shing derby and sometimes win

prizes.

When we are out there, if the ice is

smooth enough, we bring out skates
and skate around.

Then Winter melts away and Spring

hops along. The ice breaks up in

chunks and then oats away. Now
the river is cold and clear. Ships start
passing by, blowing their horns as

they go. My family cleans the boat and
launches it into the water. All the
stores start opening, getting ready for
the tourists who will be coming. i am
very anxious during Spring for the
river to warm up and the sun to shine

strong.

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1985

After all the waiting is over Summer nally comes. Everyone is out
sunbathing on their docks on the
river. My family packs up and heads
out for the beach. We spend the day
running in and out of the water, or

else we are lying in the sun turning
red or brown.
Just about every day I go down to
the town docks and swim. There are
always a bunch of other kids there. i do
some fishing in the summer also. I
catch just perch and sun sh basically.

Once in a while i go camping too.

There are camping grounds on the
river that we go to. It is always fun in
the Summer living on the St. Lawrence
River.
Then the boiling hot days begin to
get cooler. Not many people are
swimming in the river anymore, but
there are still some people taking
rides in their boats. Ships are still
going by. Everyone is packing up their
summer things and getting ready for
school. Not long after, the water gets
cold and freezes over. Now we are
right back to the cold, icy winter.
i really love living by the River. Not
many people get to experience all the
things l do on the St. Lawrence, but l m

glad l am one of the fortunate. .
****

What The Great Lakes Mean To
Me
by Trina Gain, Grade 10
Sydenham High School,
Sydenham, Ontario
The Great Lakes to me are the reason
why we live in the wealthy area we do.
The inland superwaterway that

the Great Lakes compose, nourishes
the rich land on which we live, supplies

us with power, provides us with recreation, supplies a transportation

route that is cheap, create jobs for the

public and many other very important
things.

Cdn. Commissioner P.-A. Bissonnette presents
award to Trina Gain (Photo by Yvan Gagné)

The Great Lakes are responsible
for the excellent agricultural land we
have in this area. They moderate the
temperatures, making the Niagara
Fruit Belt and long growing seasons
possible. They provide adequate precipitation, making the land suitable

for many different crops.

The Great Lakes also provide us
with hydroelectric power. Hydroelectricity can be produced in conjunction
with dams that are built for transportation purposes. This is a use of the
Great Lakes that is present in our
everyday lives.
The Great Lakes also have important recreation value. There are many

activities to do including many different

aquatic sports, sightseeing, hunting
and shing to only mention a few.
The waterway provides an excellent

transportation route for world trade by
allowing vessels to travel far into the
continent.
This system creates many jobs. It
employs the public with jobs on the
locks, dams, and employment con-

cerning tourism and industry.

The Great Lakes are very important

to industry. They provide excellent

sites for pulp and paper mills, steel

production plants, to only mention a
few.

The Great Lakes are very valuable for

business but also very necessary for
wild animals and freshwater sh. But

the lakes, especially Lake Erie have
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been harmed by waste that man and
industries have poured into them.
Now new problems created by acid
rain have arisen. Acid rain is caused
from waste products from such things
as automobile exhaust and industrial
waste going into the air. it can be
harmful to the freshwater sh, forests,
and crops. Now we are working
together to control pollution and
repair the damage.
While we have the spectre of these
problems nevertheless we are able to
enjoy many wonderful recreational
activities on the lakes. Kingston
Olympic Harbour and Thousand
lsland recreational area, Toronto s
Ontario Place harbour and yacht
basin, Georgian Bay s beautiful
beaches, countless provincial parks
and Niagara Falls to mention a few are

beehives of activity during the sum-

mer months. Tourists participate in
every aquatic activity imaginable.
Enormous power plants such as
those at Long Sault, Niagara Falls,

and the Lennox Generating Station,

just to mention a few make it possible
for me to enjoy the conveniences of
our modern, industrial society.
Without this water resource our lives
would be" very different.

The Great Lakes make possible

modernvday cities such as Toronto,
Sault SaintMarie, Hamilton and
Windsor which are the industrial heart
of Canada. These cities are dependant

on the Great Lakes for hydro and

shipping raw materials in, manufactured good out plus water enough to
support a large population. Kingston

would be a relatively insigni cant town
without the Great Lakes.
Historically, our very country has

depended on the Great Lakes as a

natural defensive border. The Great

Lakes made invasion dif cult for the
United States against Canada. Forts
that were built such as Fort Henry in
Kingston made it dif cult for the

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol10/iss2/1
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invasion forces from the United
States to overtake Canada in the War
of 1812. Canada has remained
Canada.
l feel lucky to live in such a wealthy
community, and believe that if the

Great Lakes didn t exist 1 would not be
as fortunate. The Great Lakes
have truly been well-named.
****

What the St. Lawrence Means
to Me
by Lisa Wood, Grade 7
Thousand islands High School,

Clayton, New York

I like the St. Lawrence River because
you can go swimming, shing, go for
boat rides and even go on a ferry that

will take you to Canada and you can

have a picnic by the water.
i also like the River because we
have a cottage right next to it and we
like to go swimming in the water

because it is so clean and feels so

fresh. it is not like most rivers that are
dirty and people throw garbage in
them and pollute them.
We go shing sometimes too, and

catch lots of sh. The sh I like to

catch the most is the sun sh,
because it is so pretty with all its

colors. 1 also like to catch bullheads
and perch because they are so good to
eat.
1 like the River too because at dusk

you can see the sunset and its re ection shines on the River. This makes it
the prettiest time of day. it again is very
pretty at night when it is dark and you
can see the ships go by. They are lit up
and all the lights light up the sky.
There is a boat tour also that you
can go on and see the River and some
of the Thousand islands area. Half
way through the tour, you can stop
and see Boldt Castle. it is very neat. No
one lives there anymore because there
was a re there once and it caused a

lot of damage but they are doing
repairs on it now.
So if you haven t seen the St. Lawrence River please do because its
beauties make you feel so free.
****

The Great Lakes

must be done soon

Something

by Kevin Shoom, Grade 12
Frontenac Secondary School,
Kingston, Ontario
One of the greatest problems facing
man today is pollution. Nowhere is this
more evident than the Great Lakes.
Man has inhabited this region for
thousands of years. Only in the last

several hundred has he begun to

seriously affect water quality. This is

due to two factors: the coming of the

white man and the growth of industry.
When the rst Europeans arrived in
North America, their chief route of

transportation was water. Once the

Atlantic coastline had been settled,

they followed the St. Lawrence River
into the heart of the continent, the

Great Lakes Region.
The Great Lakes had been scoured

out by the glaciers thousands of years

before. in their basins the explorers

found a moderate climate, fertile farm-

land and abundant resources. it was a
natural location for settlement.
When the Industrial Revolution
began to really have an impact, the
resources and fresh water in the
region led it to become North
America's industrial heartland. Today

the Great Lakes Basin is home to a
fth of the continent's population and
much of its economic activity.

There are several types of

pollutants in the Great Lakes.
Phosphorus is one of the most
serious. lt speeds up eutrophication, a
natural aging process in which lakes ll
with organic material, becoming

useless for man s purposes. Normally

12
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this process takes thousands of
years, but the large loads of
phosphorus inputs provide overnourishment to plants, increase plant
growth, and thus shorten the time
span to decades.

part of me as l have soaked in its content. I am calm and peaceful when by
the riverside. The St. Lawrence is my

Most of the other pollutants are

What The St. Lawrence Means
To Me

friend.

toxic and hazardous substances, like
PCBs, mirex, dioxin, lead and mercury.
All these substances bioaccumulate in

by Rachel Peters, Grade 11

animals. Some of these chemicals, like

PCBs, do not break down naturally in
the environment and may only be destroyed by high temperature incineration. These types of pollutants may
cause deformities, reproductive
failures, and cancer in animals.
PCBs, mercury and dioxin are

either products or byproducts from
industrial processes. Mirex and other
organic compounds originate as pesticides: And most lead comes from
gasoline used in automobiles, which
reaches the lakes either through
urban runoff or by airborne emissions.
The emission of most of the toxic
substances has been either regulated
or banned; however, the amount
deposited in lakebed sediments, the

bioaccumulation and the inability of
some chemicals to break down
means that the problems will continue
for a long time.
Another form of pollution which
must be dealt with is airborne
emissions. The United States Congress
recently released a paper showing
several hundred chemicals are
emitted by industries, often ending up
in the Great Lakes. Many are hazardous, but only ve are regulated.

It may be dif cult to convince
governments of states and provinces
which are producing airborne
emissions of the necessity of controls,

but something must be done soon,

though, for the cost of putting off the

real solutions could be in nitely greater
than what we would pay now.
****
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US. Commissioner R. C. McEwen presents award
to Lynn Scho eld (Photo by Yvan Gagné)

What the St. Lawrence Means
to Me
by Lynn Scho eld, Grade 1 l

Thousand lslands High School,
Clayton, New York
As springtime arrives each year, I
find myself wandering by the St.
Lawrence River. It is during this
time of year when the cold ice is
broken and melts away that one
can appreciate the beautiful glow of
the water. I see seagulls ying to
their destinies and wonder if I d
enjoy their life. Children laugh and play
in the water while the sun is _
hot. The St. Lawrence River is a
unique combination of nature and
wonder.
To me, the river has always been an

escape. I can go there and be with
God, nature orjust be alone. Just

hearing the water gently fall across
the shore gives me a feeling of
peacefulness. Watching the river and
seeing the life it supports is also a
marvel. From tiny plants to the people
who live off fishing, the river gives
them life. Even watching the St. Lawrence during a storm is a magnificent
sight. The turbulent waves push
upward with white heads trying to
peer above each other. Then, the gray
clouds move in bringing raindrops to
dot the water. The St Lawrence is always
alive.
ln closing, I'd like to say the river is

Thousand lslands High School,

Clayton, New York

Writing about the St. Lawrence River is
like writing about my best friend. In a
way it is a best friend. It understands a
problem and helps solve it without saying a word, just by owing. It never
stops owing and it makes you realize
that no matter what, the world keeps
turning, the river keeps owing and life
goes on. It is comforting to know that
whatever may happen, time will pass
and the crisis that occurs will disappear and it eases your mind and gives
you hope for the future. lt's my river
and I've learned a lot from it about
steadiness, time, tranquility and
nobility. lt's majesty is famous all over
the world and I try not to take an
important fixture in my life for granted.
And the St. Lawrence is an important xture in my life. ln the summertime, especially, the St. Lawrence
plays the key role. l spend my mornings biking or walking along beside it,
inhaling its special morning scent of
seaweed, dewy grass, fresh cut

lawns, fish and sunshine. Afternoons
are spent down at the ferry docks diving and swimming to the breakwall. In
the later afternoon, l might stay in the
water and swim if it is warm orjust
hang around with my friends. Sometimes we go shing in our boat and
just enjoy the sunshine and quiet
while we make faces in the mirrorsmooth water and scare away the sh.
The evenings are best. My best friend

and l have made a tradition out of

watching the sunset over the river.
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Sometimes it s as if the whole sky

phosphorus, radioisotopes, and
organic micropollutants with extensive
involvement in the elds of
eutrophication, diffuse pollution,

was on re, or even a beautiful display

of soft colors ranging from the
deepest blue to the palest pink-greenyellow. Occasionally, it is just a bunch

bioavailability, and sediment

of garbled, muted colors with a deep
orange sun. It is always spectacular,
awesome. These are the times when
the three of us get together for a cozy
chat. The river puts things in perspec-

dating.
For further information on the Institute contact: lnstitut F. -A. Fore], 10,
route de Suisse, CH-129O Versoix

(Switzerland), phone 022/55 48 25,

tive and listens to the two of us

International t 41 22/55 48 25, Telex
421 159.

patiently as we slap mosquitoes and
dangle our feet in the water and trade
secrets, stories and dreams of the

future.
This is my river. There is no other
like it and all others seem puny and
super cial in comparison, mere
streams. My river understands me,

and I hope that someday my children
will appreciate it and love it as much as
I do.
****

PROFESSOR J. -P. Vemet
During March 1985, Professor J.-P.
Vernet of the Institut F.-A. Fore! at
the University of Geneva presented a

seminar at the University of Windsor in

Windsor, Ontario on Sediment
Pollutants in Lake Geneva and the
Upper RhOne River . At the seminar he
discussed how environmental concerns for Lake Geneva and the Great
Lakes are much the same. At a

further meeting with the IJC staff, he

noted how Lake Geneva is regulated
by a Franco-Swiss Commission
established under an agreement
similar to that of the International
Joint Commission. Professor Vemet
encouraged a greater sharing of concerns between these two organizations
in order to broaden the understanding

of large lake systems.

Professor Vemet is the founder of
the Institut F.-A. Forel which he
named in honor of F. -A. Forel, a professor of medicine at the University of
Lausanne. Dr. Forel s study of Lake

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol10/iss2/1

Professor J.-P. Vemet (Photo by R. J. Bond)

Geneva resulted in the book Le
Léman, the rst major work on lakes

that laid the foundation of the science
of limnology. The Institute s main
elds of study have been limnology,
oceanography and environmental
geology. In these areas the Institute
conducts both teaching and research
as well as maintains communications
with similar institutions around the
world.
The Institute has a small harbour
on Lake Geneva with several vessels
equipped for limnological studies.
The Institute has provided substantial
information on the lake, a part of

which has been for the lntemational
Commission for the Protection of the
Waters of Léman against Pollution

(CIPEL). Major studies have been carried out on mercury distribution in the
sur cial sediments of the lake and a
lake budget has been calculated. Mercury in the RhOne sediments has
shown the extent of contamination
during the last few years and is
used to indicate the ef ciency of
the control measures. Other
studies include heavy metal contamination, chemical forms of

COUNCIL OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMUNICATORS
The Council of Environmental
Communicators (CEC), organized
early in 1984, held its spring semiannual meeting in Ottawa, June 12,

1985. The Council includes professional communicators in govem-

ment departments at both the
provincial and federal levels. Agencies
concerned with environment, health,
agriculture and sheries are among
those represented. Communicators
from provincial departments across

Canada have been invited to join.
The Council was formed to help

those in the environmental information
eld coordinate their activities
with colleagues in other agencies.
Members keep one another informed

of programs and priorities within the

various departments and endeavour

to keep abreast of new developments

and technologies in communication.

The Council produces a semi-

annual newsletter. The chairman of

the CEC is Walter Sargent of the

International Joint Commission
(IJC); Peter Hall of Agriculture
Canada is secretary.
For more information about the
CEC, contact: Walter Sargent, IJC,
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Third National Conference on
Environmental Dispute Resolution,"
is to be held on May 29-30, 1986, in

ogy and Chemistry. Technical plat-

Washington, DC. The conference is

form sessions, poster sessions,

for business leaders, environmentalists,

preconference workshops and
short courses will feature papers on

bioavailability; wildlife toxicology;

mobility and transfer of hazardous substances; the signi cance of body bur-

den; hazard assessment; groundwater

contamination; and new approaches in
environmental chemistry.
For further information contact:

SETAC Of ce, PO. Box 4352,
Rockville, MD 20850, (301) 468-6704.
****

A conference entitled
National Conference on Risk Com-

munication is being held January 29
to 31, 1986, in Washington, DC. The
conference is designed for government
of cials, industry representatives,

public of cials, attorneys,

planners, and others interested in
new approaches for resolving
environmental disputes. Special
attention will be given to negotiated
rulemaking, new state-sponsored
of ces providing mediation services,
and other institutional machanisms
encouraging resolution of controversial
issues.

For further information contact:
Gail Bingham, Senior Associate, The
Conservation Foundation,
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,

Washington, DC. 20036

(202) 797-4300. (New Conservation
Foundation address after November 1,

1985: 1255 23rd Street, N.W.,
Washington, DC. 20037 (202) 293-4800).
****

environmentalists, the press, consumer

groups, and other citizens interested in
improving communication about the
risks that chemicals pose, and raising
the level of debate on critical environmental and health issues. Speakers
include Lee Thomas, Administrator of
the (1.8. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), and William D. Ruckelshaus, former Administrator of EPA.

An International Large River Sym-

dation, the US. National Science
Foundation, EPA, the American lndus

Resources, 99 Wellesley Street
West, Toronto, ON M7A 1W3

Sponsored by The Conservation Foun-

trial Health Council, and the University

of Southern California. The Conservation Foundation will coordinate the
event. Early registration is urged.
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will hold its Sixth Annual Meeting
November 10-13, 1985 at Marriott s
Pavilion Hotel in St. Louis, Missouri.
This year's theme is New
Perspectives in Environmental Toxicol-

1255-23rd Street, NW, Washington,
DC 20037 (202)/2934800.

£1 an 1am) sage] 193.19 no

ogy and Chemistry (SETAC)

The Conservation Foundation,
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The Society of Environmental Toxicol-

For further information contact:

The Conference Manager at

posium" to provide an understanding of
the management of large rivers for sh

production will be held September,
1986, Toronto, Ontario.

For further information contact:
Douglas P. Dodge, Chairman,
Steering Committee, International

Large River Symposium, Fisheries
Branch, Ontario Ministry of Natural
(416) 965-7887.
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****

Registration fee: $95.00.

ue rqarw 1gonaq

100 Metcalfe Street, 18th floor,
Ottawa, ON K1 P 5M1 (613) 955-2984.
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